Cancelation terms Duinhotel Zomerlust
Reservation without Cancelation fund
When having a reservation for a stay in our hotel, with or without deposit and without
the payment of the cancelation fund of 5 %, the following terms apply:
Without any other written agreement, the following percentages will be charged:
Up till 4 weeks before original arrival date
2 to 4 weeks before original arrival date
Less than 2 weeks before original arrival date

0%
50%
100%

In the case of an early departure 100 % will be charged.
Reservations with Cancelation fund
When the deposit and the 5 % payment for the cancelation fund is received in the timely
manner which is specified in your confirmation, your reservation can be cancelled till 3 days
before your arrival date without any cost. Your deposit, deducted with the 5 % cancelation
fund, will be forwarded back to your account within 2 weeks.
In the case of an early departure, before 11:00am, the hotel charges the following night
to your account. In case of an early departure after 11:00am, the following 2 nights will
be charged. In case there is still an outstanding amount with us for any future night after
that, the remaining funds will be transferred back to you within 2 weeks.
Corona – special terms for cancelation
When the country of your origin has decided to give a negative travel advice for the province
Zeeland in The Netherland, is it possible to cancel you reservation without any charges.
Should you have paid us any amount of deposit, this will then be refunded back to you
within 2 weeks.
Is there no negative travel advice from your country of origin for the province Zeeland in
The Netherlands, same cancelation terms as mentioned in paragraph 1 and 2 apply.
(with or without cancelation fund)
Reservations through Booking.com
For reservations online through Booking.com other cancelation terms apply. These are
mentioned in the confirmation you received from Booking.com.
Cancelations are only possible through Booking.com and cannot be done directly with the
hotel.

